
Užduoties mokiniams (pristatymas poromis), kuriuose pateikiama vertinimo reikalavimai,  
formuluotės pavyzdys  
 

Task. Prepare and deliver a presentation on tourist destinations that suffer from 
overtourism (6-8 minutes). Do it with your groupmate who has the same number on the card  
as you do.   
 Make sure you choose to speak about a place that is  really affected by overtourism.  

 Make your presentation  well-structured (introduction, body: (causes- current situation-
consequences or consequences- current situation- causes), conclusions (measures that are 
being taken/should be taken)  

 Choose appropriate “visual“ language (pictures, a short video, statistics related to your topic)   

 Make sure spelling and grammar of language in slides are correct 

 Use active vocabulary related to tourism, environmental issues, traveling, etc. also check WB. 
p.129-130 

 Include a quiz for classmates or an interesting fact about the place you are presenting. 
 

 

 
 
Klasės draugų (poros) pristatymo  vertinimo lentelė, kurioje klausant vieną pristatymą 
mokinys vertina tik kelis aspektus. 
 

Evaluator‘s name ....................................  

Evaluation task 1  Presentation no. …….. 

Content of presentation 
Does it fit  the general theme of dealing with a problem of 
overtourism? 
Is the content in line with the title of the presentation? 

 

“Visual” language  of presentation (if used) 

 Do pictures help to present a problem better? 

 Does video serve the purpose?  

 Is layout of slides “audience-friendly” (convenient font, 
not too much text, not too distracting, etc.) 

 

Quiz on the listened presentation or an interesting fact related 
to the presentation   

 Is it successfully chosen/created? 

yes/no 
 

comment…….. 

Evaluation task 2  Presentation no. ……….. 

 Structure: 
1. Is there an introduction? 
2. Is the problem of overtourism presented in a logical way  

(causes- current situation-consequences or consequences- 
current situation- causes)?  

3. Does the presentation introduce measures that are already 
being taken or suggest any solutions to the problem? 
 

 



 

Evaluation task 3 Presentation no. ……….. 

Accuracy of language of slides / Skaidrių kalbos 
taisyklingumas 

1. Is spelling correct? 
2. Is grammar correct (tenses, sentence structure, etc.)? 

 

Timing (use your phone chronometer) ………..min. 

 Student ………… Student ……….. 

 Presenting in the classroom 

 accuracy/correctness of spoken language (sentence 
structures, tenses, articles, etc.) 

 do presenters use different sentence patterns or do 
structures repeat? (mark interesting, complex structures if 
possible) 

 pronunciation (words, stress)  intonation, pauses 

  

 body language of presenters: is it appropriate?  

 contact with audience (eye-contact, reading from the notes 
- free-speaking/paraphrasing of slide language) 

 turn-taking - equal contribution of both presenters 

  

Evaluation task 4 Student ………… Student ……….. 

Vocabulary and relevant phrases 

 Is it related to tourism, environmental issues, traveling?  

 Are synonyms used or do the same words repeat? 

  

 Are transition words used (e.g., the first problem….., 
however….., finally)? 

 Is language of presenting used (e.g., from this slide……, 
Now let’s look at …, Which brings me to my next point …) 

  

 Write down as many active words/phrases or 
collocations used by presenters as possible (presenter is 
not important here) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

MOKINIAMS PATEIKTOS ADAPTUOTOS VERTINIMO LENTELĖS PAVYZDYS (SAVO SEMI-
FORMAL LAIŠKO ARBA KLASĖS DRAUGO LAIŠKO VERTINIMUI) 
 
THE CHECKLIST FOR STUDENT’S SELF-CHECK OR PEER REVIEW 
A semi-formal letter “EVENTS CANCELED DUE TO CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC” 
Read your email/your classmate’s e-mail and put +  or YES   

Features of semi-formal letter  +/YES - if 
present;  
X - if absent 

Pastabos, komentarai, jei reikia paaiškinimo arba jei 
negalima vienareikšmiškai atsakyti “yra”/”nėra” 
(taisyti/komentuoti galima lietuviškai) 

General layout: greeting, opener, body, closer, 
sign-off are separated from each other (the e-

  



mail is not one paragraph) 

Greeting: Dear …….   

Sign-off: Best regards/Kind regards, etc.  
 

  

Opener: the purpose of writing is present and 
clear  

 jei yra, įkelk jį čia arba pabrauk laiške pažymėdamas/a :  
 
 

Closer: the purpose of writing ir re-stated in other 
words 

 jei yra, įkelk jį čia arba pabrauk laiške pažymėdamas/a :  
 

The event, which has been cancelled is clearly 
stated  

what: 
where: 
when: 

 

The two reasons for choosing a particular event 
are clearly stated  

reason 1: 
reason 2: 

 

It is clear what the writer wants the agency to do 
with the tickets.  
Two options are given and compared clearly 
stating what is better for the writer 
 

option 1: 
 
option 2: 
 
compared: 
(not 
obligatory) 
 

 

Words of spoken/informal language in a semi-
formal email are not used 

  

Language: grammar- tenses, sentence structures, 
articles, indirect questions are ok  

 nurodyk kaip taisytum klaidas čia arba ištaisyk laiške (kita 
spalva): 
 
 
 

Spelling, punctuation (commas, inverted 
commas, full stops, capital letters) are ok  

 nurodyk, kaip ištaisytum klaidas čia arba ištaisyk laiške 
(kita spalva): 
 

at least 80 words   

Comments in general: strong sides and things to improve (what would you do differently? (can be done in Lithuanian)  

 

 

 
 
 


